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First He Was a Counterfeiter; Then on a U.S. Stamp

Illusionist Harnett Makes
Money Painting Money

Bu Fred Reed

APHILADELPHIA PAINTER WAS SO ADEPT AT DUPLICAT-
ing the government's treasury notes with his brush strokes that the
Secret Service confiscated his paintings. That artist, William
Michael Harnett, employed a photo-realistic technique known as

trompe l'oeil. This French term literally means "deception of the eye" and
Harnett's great paintings gave the illusion that real U.S. currency was framed
on board. *

Although he was arrested by the government as a counterfeiter in his day,
Harnett's great skills eventually landed his work on a U.S. commemorative
stamp issued in his honor. How strangely events in life can turn!

William Harnett led an American revival of ancient Roman interest in
"fooling the eye" with illusionist paintings so carefully rendered that they

caused a viewer to interpret two-dimensional subjects as real
three-dimensional objects.

Harnett liked painting common, everyday objects. He
became justly famous for his still lifes of wild game, musical
instruments, and paper ephemera. Early on he took to imi-
tating bank notes and other currency, too. These paper
items were relatively easy for a skilled technician to copy.
Being flat, the optical deception was much less difficult than
with fully formed objects as models.

After training in silver engraving and schooling on the
Italian Renaissance at the Academy of Fine Arts in
Philadelphia, Harnett took up the brush in 1873. At first he
favored still lifes after the manner of Raphaelle Peale, but
soon he treated his admirers to a new way of seeing. His
illusionist statements possessed verisimilitude, that is they
looked real. "You could pull the necktie from the subject's
vest," an admirer claimed.

Harnett favored every day items in his trompe l'oeil
paintings. He depicted such things as Colt revolvers or
horseshoes hanging on nails in the wall giving perfect illu-
sion of three-dimensional objects in two-dimensional
spaces.

Even at close range his shadowing and sensitivity to
highlights made the viewer feel real objects were shown.
His hunting scenes were so realistic, observers felt real rab-
bits and fowl were hanging on a door panel.

William Michael Harnett
1848-1892     * For the author's peek at another tromp l'oeil paper money painter,

John Haberle, see Paper Money Jan/Feb 2000, pp. 18-19.      
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During the Eighties, Harnett found immense popularity and fortune.
His world famous "After the Hunt" accomplished in 1885 in Paris displayed
dead game, weapons and the other accoutrements of the sport as nailed to a
scratched wooden door.

This trophy theme is one to which the artist returned over and over
again. He sold a final version on this theme to a New York saloon keeper who
hung it with much fanfare in his bar. This brought on a host of imitations by
less skilled practitioners.

Wagers were often laid and lost as to whether the objects on Harnett's
canvas were painted or real. Of course, his artistry was no work of collage.

Often these currency renditions were painted as a joke, intended to fool a
viewer into reaching for the object to the amusement of other onlookers. Such
"coinages of talent rather than the Mint" proliferated, as saloon keepers, tobac-
conists and other merchants installed similar hyper-realistic paintings on
counter tops and floors to the excitement of their patrons.

Harnett contended that he was not merely imitating nature. He was
purifying what he saw, distilling reality with his brush strokes. Harnett said
that he both added to and subtracted from reality, but created the illusion that
the content of his painting was "real."

Nevertheless many in the art establishment criticized Harnett's "art,"
labeling it "painting by recipe." Others demeaned the canvasses with the exe-
crable lament that "photography does it better."

Yet the public enjoyed Harnett's painterly deception, which often
debuted in such ordinary but bustling venues as saloons and pharmacies. Oohs

This Series 1880 Tillman-Morgan Legal
Tender Note (Friedberg 80) has a small
red, scalloped Treasury seal, and bears
serial number A29348340>. The well-
worn note is folded in half horizontally
and quarter-folded vertically. The
original note is surely no prize, but
Harnett's tromp Poetl version is a
splendid example of the great techni-
cian's art and a real treasure of
Americana from the Gilded Age.
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Two of William Harnett's photo realistic
tromp l'oeil Legal Tender Notes. The
note at the top is the infamous painting
that landed the artist in jail on charges of
counterfeiting.

and aahs greeted presentations of his canvases. This acclaim and its financial
rewards rankled the scholarly academicians, of course.

One of Harnett's most successful themes were paintings depicting U.S.
currency and bank notes. Money paintings, like those Harnett pioneered
were wildly popular with post-war nouveaux riche businessmen, shop keep-
ers, and other up-and-comers eager to impress customers and colleagues
alike with ostentacious shows of wealth.

They were also a boon to the artists who received their commissions.
As the premier illusionist, Harnett commanded a stiff price and achieved
fame. One controversial canvas brought him notoriety of a different kind. It
landed him in jail (albeit briefly).

The cause of the artist's crisis was an 1877 painting simply titled "Five-
Dollar Bill." The Philadelphia painter depicted a single worn $5 Legal
Tender note, which collectors call the Wood Chopper note because of its
central vignette. The worn note was against a flat background, as if the bill
had been stuck to the wall.

The well worn five-spot that Harnett copied was a Series 1869 Allison-
Spinner (Friedberg 64) design with large red seal. and serial number
K9555624*. Although the note is worn, torn, tattered and scuffed, it is so
detailed that even the Treasuiy signatures are rendered scrupulously down to
the Spenserian flourishes that Treasurer Francis E. Spinner favored in his
famous signature.

Public reception of the painting proved electric. According to a well-
documented tale, this painting was examined by another famous artist under    
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Harnett's "The Artist's Card Rack"
depicts, among other things, a Fifth Issue
Meredith 50-cent fractional note.

a magnifying glass. The independent examiner unequivocally pronounced the
presentation as a genuine well-circulated, engraved bill that had been pasted
on the background as collage!

Of course, Harnett's illustrious S5 Legal Tender note was nothing of the
kind. The "expert" was forced to formally apologize to its talented creator.

Harnett's illusions were extremely popular during America's Gilded Age.
The artist's fame, however, was not to prove a "free pass" from federal govern-
ment scrutiny. So it was Harnett's realistic currency depictions which
embroiled the Philadelphia artist in difficulties with the U.S. Treasury
Department. His convincing visual delusions were much to real for federal
officials who become reasonably testy when their monopoly to emit currency is
challenged.

Because of the fidelity of his uncanny paper money renderings, federal
officials for a time erroneously suspected Harnett of being the famous counter-
feiter "Jim the Penman." For more than a decade "jim"'s (Emanuel Ninger's)
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Harnett's tromp I'oeil still life "Old
Models" which appears on the 1969
U.S. commemorative stamp (Scott
1386) hangs in Boston's Museum of
Fine Arts.

pen and ink drawn bank notes passed easily into circulation, befuddling the
public and officials alike.

Although the Philadelphia artist's creations were a different genre alto-
gether, government officials were not so easily dissuaged. His $5 Wood
Chopper note was so realistic that in 1886 while it was being displayed in a
New York City saloon detectives seized it. They also cuffed its creator,

charged him with counterfeiting (New Britain
Museum of Art), demanding that he hand over
any of his other paintings of currency on hand.

The federal charges were eventually
dropped. However, after viewing the illicit
painting, the judge in the case ruled that "the
development and exercise of a talent so capable
of mischief should not be encouraged." He
released the notorious painting back to the
saloon keeper since at the time counterfeit
money per se was not illegal to possess, and made
the painter promise that he would desist from
creating additional such works According to an
NGA restrospective exhibition of Harnett's
works he "never painted money again."

Harnett's infamous, controversial $5 note
currently resides in the Alex Simpson Jr.
Collection of the Philadelphia Art Museum
(hint, think Rocky).

Shortly however, when other painters such
as his disciple John Peto, and Connecticut
painter John Haberle found ready acceptance
and trifling interference from the feds with their
similar currency paintings, Harnett's brushes
returned to their familiar subject matter.

Two years after his brush with the law,
Harnett included a worn fractional currency
note along with various postal covers in his
famous "Artist's Card Rack." In the painter's

day, a "card rack" was an early form of bulletin board, consisting of strips of
ribbon fastened to a wall forming a crisscross network into which various flat
objects such as calling cards, stamps and currency could be suspended for
handy retrieval.

Because of its remarkably realistic appearance, the viewer is tricked into
thinking that the objects can literally be plucked from their perches. Striking
for his bold use of color, that epochal tour de force of illusionism is currently in
the collection of New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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"the development and exercise of a talent so
capable of mischief should not be encour-
aged."

Sober Treasury officials were not the only viewers confused by Harnett's
illusionist realism. He was once hired by a saloon keeper to paint a gold coin
on the bar room floor. The painter accomplished his commission so well that
deceived saloon patrons spent years trying to pick the coin up to purchase a
beer.

Increasingly Harnett's work is commanding top prices is the auction mar-
ketplace. A review of recent sales by author Susan Theran turned up sales
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prices in the $35,000 to $125,000 range for his paintings. Even minor draw-
ings regularly bring $1,500 and up at auction.

While Harnett's major works are out of bounds for all but the most well-
heeled collectors, lithographs of his paintings have been produced since his life
time. In recent years the New York Graphic Society, Buffalo's Albright Art
Gallery and various museums have produced prints of Harnett's work which
are very collectible. Originally sold two decades ago for $15-$20, such prints
can bring ten times as much or more from collectors today.

Harnett's skillful use of perspective and careful detailing of life size
objects which had thrust the Philadelphia painter into the forefront of 19th
century American artists also landed him on a U.S. stamp celebrating his con-
siderable skills nearly a century later.

Proving that the federal government doesn't hold a grudge, or it has a
short memory, William Harnett was honored by a U.S. stamp. Philatelists
should be aware of the plethora of Harnett "miniatures," produced in 1969 in
connection with the release of a commemorative stamp honoring the painter.
Depicting the artist's painting "Old Models" from the collection of Boston's
Museum of Fine Arts, the six-cent stamp is cataloged as Scott #1386.

More than 400,00 first day covers were produced for the stamp's release
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Dec. 8, 1969. All the major cover makers produced cachets for the event
including Fleetwood, Artcraft and Cover Craft. Specimens of these covers are
frequently available for a dollar or less. The BEP produced nearly 150 million
of stamps, so acquiring one's very own Harnett should not prove too difficult a
chore.

Paper money collectors can only wish the painting the USPS had chosen
for the commemorative stamp had been one of his currency works instead.

SPMC holds successful event at FUN . . . "We had our first regional meeting of the year at Ft.

Lauderdale, during which we enjoyed an excellent presentation by A.N.A. V-P and SPMC member, Bill Horton. Also, Wendell
Wolka and I manned the SPMC table where we talked to a lot of folks, and a number of new members were signed up. Also, stop-
ping by to visit, were members Peter Huntoon, Pierre Fricke, and our legal counsel, Rob Galliette, just to mention a few. Pierre was
talking about his new book being published by R.A/I. Smythe - a CSA reference based on his and Dr. Douglas Ball's research. It was
a busy active show and we certainly had a good time. Thanks to F.U.N. for banquet tickets - what a celebration of their 50th.
Anniversary! Back to Orlando next year and we look forward to that." -- Judith Murphy, SPMC Regional Events Coordinator v
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